
GROOVE SERIES > GARAGE & 2STEP SESSIONS 

Tech Specs: 
 
 
- 462 MB 

 
 

- 238 WAV Samples & Loops 
 
 

- 117REX Loops 

Future Loops is proud to present Garage & 2Step Sessions, a freshly squeezed collection of 
samples and loops that brings you the best of 2-step and Garage sound!  
 
Garage & 2Step Sessions is an exciting release (WAV & REX formats)  with an all around old 
school and underground vibe - this sample pack brings you back to the UK sound scene of the 
90's but also keeps moving you forward with irresistible grooves, insane swing, mellow 
chords and thumping basslines! 
 
 
Garage and 2-step have come a long way since the mid 90's and today are back in full 
strength in a resurgence that is sweeping the dance-floors and this must-have sample pack is 
brimming with tools to start producing and get mixing (Chords Loops, Chords Hits, Bass Loops, 
Bass Hits, Vocal Cuts, FX, Tops & Percussion, Drum Loops and Drum Hits)! 
 
Expect contagious rhythms and deep basslines,  retro chords and synths, sound FXs and 
intricate vocal cuts for that instant classic feel all printed with the unrivaled Future Loops 
quality stamp! 
 
 

www.futureloops.com 

http://www.futureloops.com/
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All loops are 100% royalty-free, ready to mix, key and tempo labelled for instant gratification! Also 
included are 100 carefully sculpted One-Shots (bass, drums, chords and fx ) so you can build your own 
Garage & 2Step grooves from scratch! 
 
Here's what you'll find inside Garage & 2Step Sessions: 
 
238 WAV Samples & Loops 
117 REX Loops 
 
30 Drum Loops 
25 Tops & Percussion 
31 Chords 
32 Bass 
20 FX 
20 Vocal Cuts 
30 Drum Hits 
30 Bass Hits 
20 Chord Hits 
 
462 MB 
 
If you need to add authentic sounding Garage & 2-Step samples to your studio arsenal this pack will 
give you all the artillery that you need ! Just check out the demo, download the samples and start 
producing your next Garage hit! 
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